13h – 13h10: Welcoming

13h10 – 13h40: Keynote by dr. Sally Paul “The role of schools in compassionate communities”
13h40 – 13h55: Questions and discussion

14h00 - 14h20: Keynote by prof. dr. Filip Van Droogenbroeck
“Universal compassion and intergroup conflict: The variation, cultivation, and outcomes of universal compassion and its relation to intergroup conflict among young people”
14h20 – 14h35: Questions and discussion

BREAK 10 min

14h45 – 14h55: Bert Quintens on Compassionate Plymouth
14h55 – 15h10: Questions and discussion

15h10 – 15h20: Compassionate VUB
15h20 – 15h35: Questions and discussion

15h40: Closing

During the seminar there will be plenty of room for interaction, questions and discussion.

Online through ZOOM
sdury@vub.be 0032479759029

Info/notices – contact Sarah Dury

Subscription: mail to Sarah Dury

Mandatory